Abstract-A proxy signature scheme is a method which allows an original signer to delegate his signing authority to a designated person, called a proxy signer. Moreover, the signing authority can be designated to a few proxy signers to scatter the signing rights. A threshold proxy signature scheme allows t out of n proxy signers to sign messages on behalf of the original signer. In this paper, we propose a new threshold proxy signature scheme based on the factoring problem in which the original signer delegates his signing authority to n authorized proxy signers in such a way that any t out of n proxy signers can generate a proxy signature collectively, while t-1 or less proxy signers cannot. Finally, we provide a proof on its security.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, people have been used to deal with something on the Internet for convenience and speed, such as buying or bidding commodities, ordering the tickets, etc. For these commercial activities, authenticity and nonrepudiation are the major and indispensable properties. Usually digital signatures are applied to achieve these requirements. A digital signature scheme is a method which allows a signer to create digital signatures of documents, and the generated signatures can be verified by any person, called a verifier. The scenario for a digital signature scheme includes that the signer uses his private key to sign a message and hence generate a valid digital signature for the message, and then the verifier uses the corresponding public key of the signer to verify the correctness of the messagesignature pair. Thus, a digital signature scheme is a general way to authenticate messages for a specific signer. However, more situations for digital signatures need to be considered and addressed. Considering the case when the signer cannot sign messages online, e.g., the signer is busy for something or on a business trip, we desire a variant of digital signature scheme to be suitable for such an environment. The concept of the proxy signature scheme was first introduced by Mambo, Usuda, and Okamoto [7] , [8] in 1996. There are two parties, the original signer and the proxy signer, in a proxy signature scheme. The original signer can delegate his signing capability to the proxy signer. The proxy signer can sign a message on behalf of the original signer when the original signer is absent.
So far, there have been four types of delegation proposed. These include full delegation, partial delegation, delegation by warrant, and partial delegation with warrant. In full delegation, the original signer gives his secret key to the proxy signer directly. The proxy signer uses the key to create signatures of documents, which are the same as those created by the original signer. Therefore, full delegation is not practical because proxy signatures issued by the original signer and by the proxy signer are indistinguishable. That is, the non-repudiation property cannot be provided in the full delegation. In partial delegation [7] , [8] , the proxy signature signing key is generated by the proxy signer with the help of the original signer. Only the proxy signer can know the proxy signature signing key which can be used to generate valid proxy signatures; even the original signer cannot. However, this approach suffers from the disadvantage that the proxy signature signing key is transferable because no warrant indicating the identity of the proxy signer is included in the proxy signatures. In delegation by warrant [9] , [12] , the original signer signs a warrant, which certifies that the signer is actually the legal proxy signer. Delegation by warrant can be implemented by ordinary digital signature schemes without any modification, and it is appropriate for restricting documents to be signed, e.g., a warrant states its valid period. Usually, delegation by warrant incurs more computational cost than the above. In [11] , Kim et al. proposed a proxy signature scheme which is a partial delegation with warrant enjoying the computational advantage over the proxy signature by warrant and the structure advantage over the proxy signature for partial delegation. In this paper, we are interested in the partial delegation with warrant because it is more secure and more efficient than other types of delegation. For simplicity, in this paper we call "the partial delegation with warrant" the proxy signature if it doesn't lead to any confusion.
In order to disperse the risk that the proxy signing key kept by a proxy signer is stolen or lost, the original signer may distribute his signing authority to a group of proxy signers he delegates. A (t, n) threshold proxy signature scheme [8] , [11] , [16] , [17] , [20] is a scheme which allows any t or more proxy signers from a designated group of n proxy signers to cooperatively sign messages on behalf of the original signer, while t -1 or less proxy signers cannot generate any valid proxy signatures. Each of the proxy signers can generate a partial proxy signature on behalf of the original signer. So far, most of these existing (t, n) threshold proxy signature schemes were also based on the discrete logarithm problem [8] , [11] , [16] , [17] , [20] . The only known threshold proxy signature scheme based on the factoring problem was due to Hwang et al. [6] . Unfortunately Hwang et al.'s scheme is insecure against the original signer's forgery in which the original signer can create a valid proxy signature, while the proxy group cannot deny this proxy signature [18] . In recent these years, a formal security proof is becoming a requisite for a secure protocol or scheme. The first emergence with formal proof was shown under the random oracle model in [2] . From then, many researchers showed the security of their schemes according to this model. In proxy signatures, the first provably secure scheme was occurred in [1] , another distributed proxy signature scheme [7] was also provided by a formal security proof. In this paper, we propose a factoring-based threshold proxy signature scheme and also provide the security proof [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] afterwards.
II. THRESHOLD PROXY SIGNATURE SCHEME BASED ON FACTORING A threshold proxy signature scheme [8] , [11] , [16] , [17] , [20] allows t out of n proxy signers to sign messages on behalf of the original signer. In this section, we propose a new threshold proxy signature scheme based on factoring. Besides, we also provide the security proof for the proposed scheme.
In [5] , Guillou and Quisquater proposed a signature scheme, GQ scheme in short, in which its security is based on factoring. The security of GQ signature scheme is based on factoring, i.e. RSA [15] . Later, there were two schemes proposed based on GQ signature scheme, one is forwardsecure [9] and the other one is signer-base intrusion-resilient signature [10] . In these two schemes, the authors provide a formal proof for their schemes. In this paper, we refer to these papers and propose a threshold proxy signature scheme based on factoring.
A. System Parameters
In this scheme, it needs a trusted third party (TTP) to help the original signer and proxy signers for the generation of system parameters. First, the TTP selects a large composite number n which is composed of two large primes p 1 
B. Signing
To sign a message M, the proxy signer needs to perform the operations in the following. Theorem 1 If solving the problem of factoring is hard, then the proposed threshold proxy signature scheme is secure in the random oracle model.
Proof. There exists an adversary A who wishes to forge a threshold proxy signature with querying the random(hash) oracle H and the signature oracle S. There is another adversary B which is devoted to factor the number N and find out β, given β r = α mod n where α, n, r are known. In the experiment, B uses the threshold proxy signatures of A's forgery to accomplish its task, and furthermore B provides the signature and hashing queries of A.
In the simulation, the adversary A can query on the random oracle and signature oracle which are totally controlled by the adversary B. Therefore, B needs to maintain these two databases and answer A's query. Initially, B sets the random oracle and signature oracle to be empty.
When B then comes up with a random tape for F , remembers it, and runs F on that tape. Therefore, B needs to maintain two tables, a random oracle H and a signature oracle S.
Because B controls the random oracle, he can answer the signature queries at random. If there is a signature query on message M, it is IV. CONCLUSIONS Proxy signatures are becoming more and more important in the future. Many people work on the Internet and sign messages (contracts, documents, etc.) in the environment, too. Once they cannot sign an important message personally because they are busy with something, they have to delegate his signing authority to proxy signers on behalf of him. Therefore proxy signature schemes can be used in this situation. In order to disperse the signing authority, the original signer may distribute his signing authority to a group of proxy signers he delegates. A (t, n) threshold proxy signature scheme is proposed to allows any t or more proxy signers from a designated group of n proxy signers to cooperatively sign messages on behalf of the original signer. In this paper, we propose a factoring-based threshold proxy signature scheme and also provide the security proof.
